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7. Guarantee
This product is guaranteed for 24 months from date of purchase.
Defects that occur during this warranty period in the form of material and / or manufacturing defects will be repaired free of charge, either by 
repair or by replacement delivery. As far as legally permissible, other claims for compensation are excluded. 
The warranty is void in the event of intervention by third parties or dismantling by third parties without our prior consent. The warranty service is 
also not applicable in case of arbitrary damage or incorrect handling.
If a warranty service is provided, the warranty period is not extended. For unjustified complaints, e.g. installation or operating errors, we reserve 
the right to charge the costs incurred.
In order to make a claim under the guarantee, it is necessary to keep the purchase receipt with the date of purchase. For a fast processing of your 
warranty claims please send them, irrespective of the specialist trade, postage paid directly to EMAG AG. Unfortunately, unstamped shipments can 
result from logistical reasons.

Thank you for your cooperation and understanding.

© Copyright EMAG AG. All rights reserved. Made in Germany/EU. The contents of this operating manual are subject to the copyright 
and it may not be copied in whole or in part. Changes, shortening, extensions and additions as well as any publication or translation 
by third parties require the prior written consent of EMAG AG.



EMMI®-AIR MINI ULTRASONIC HUMIDIFIER
Operating instructions

DEUTSCH
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• Fog produced uniformly by ultrasound

• 400ml tank capacity

• Ideal for living rooms, bedrooms or offices

• 3 different lighting levels

Subject to technical changes        

ENGLISH



1. Device description
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2. Techincal Data

Featuret Humidifier

length (mm) 81

wide (mm) 81

height (mm) 184

Input DC-5V, max. 
400 mA

Volume (ML) 400

Performance 
(W)
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Subject to technical changes!

3. Operating Instructions

1. Open the top and fill water in the tank. The water should not exceed the Max-Water-Level-Bar. 
2. Put the top back on, place the water tank on the housing and insert the plug into the socket.
3.   Push the ON/OFF Button and the operating indicator lights up white, together with together with the first LED and the  

green water level indicator. The unit starts working in stage 1.
4. Push the Button again to get from Level 1 to Level 2.
5. Push the Button again to get from Level 2 to an even stronger Level.
6. Push the Button a fourth time to switch to Standby-Mode.
7. Place Fragrance Ring in the head if required.

1.Switch on power, press power switch 1x, start spray mode
2.Press on switch 2x, spray mist + low light
3.Press on switch 3 times, spray mist + middle light
4.Press on switch 4 times, spray mist + strong light
5.Press the switch 5 times, switch off the ultrasonic humidifier

Input

Spray jet

On/Off Button

Fragrance ring



4. Note

-  he device automatically fills water into the water tank of the housing during operation. If the device runs out of water it will 
atumotatically stop working.

-  If you take off the water tank the device wont produce fog anymore. If you put it back on it will work again and switch into the 
previous operation mode.

5. Cleaning Information

Turn off the device, unplug it and open the top. Pour off the rest of the water from the water tank and the housing. Clean the 
device and the water tank with a clean cloth. We recommended to clean the device every three days. You should also clean it 
while not in use.

1. Please do not rinse the appliance with water to prevent the water from damaging the appliance.
2. Avoid the adsorption of foreign bodies. Otherwise, the unit may not operate properly or defects may occur.

6. Attention

1. Clean tap water or pure water at normal temperature is suitable for this product.
2. Place the product on a horizontal surface before use.
3. Pour the water after use, otherwise bacteria may develop.
4. Unplug the appliance if it is not to be used for a long period of time.
5. The appliance produces mist, so keep it away from valuable objects.
6. DO NOT operate the unit if there is no water to prevent the unit from breaking down.
7. DO NOT pour water directly into the water tank of the housing, especially DO NOT pour water into the air outlet.

7. Intended use

The device may only be used for the application intended in the catalogues and technical descriptions. Any other or further 
use is considered improper. In the event of improper use, the seller assumes no liability for any damage that may occur and no 
guarantee for the proper and functional operation of the components. Intended use also includes observing all instructions in 
the operating manual. The symbol „...“ on the type plate indicates this. Proper and safe operation of the products requires pro-
per transport, storage, installation and assembly as well as careful operation and maintenance. The recurring tests according to 
DGUV V3 must be observed. The unit must be installed in such a way that the mains plug is freely accessible at all times.

8. Use contrary to intended purpose 

If the product is used contrary to the regulations, both danger to life and limb and damage to property can occur. For this 
reason, any use contrary to the intended purpose is prohibited. If the product is not used for its intended purpose, the seller 
assumes no liability for any damage that may occur and no guarantee that the components will work properly and function 
properly. To prevent improper use of the humidifier unit, the following instructions must be observed:

- The humidifier unit may only be operated with the mains voltage printed on the type plate.
- Do not use flammable or aggressive chemicals (acids, etc) for cleaning.
- Before cleaning the unit, make sure to unplug the power plug and let the unit cool down.
- Do not connect the unit if any damage has been detected during transport.
-  To fill the unit n‘with water, pull the mains plug and make sure that the unit is not placed in water and that no water enters 

the slots in the bottom of the unit.
- The appliance may only be operated indoors and in a dry environment.
- The appliance must not be placed in the hands of children!
- Do not remove the cover during operation and do not get into the humidifier!
-  For optimum effectiveness, a cleaning brush is included with the unit, which can be used to remove visible deposits on the 

central ultrasonic generator and in the unit tray.
- The device must only be used with water or the emmi® room fresheners & cleaning concentrates.
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